Explore Solyphony

Exercise “Conduct of Business” in processes and procedures that you
declare and which Solyphony serves gratis.

Solyphony’s Purpose

Pose a challenge

Solyphony’s “Conduct of Business” 1 rests on:

The apposing paragraph identifies four themes that stand in
conjunction. Noticing them, recall Solyphony’s capacity to
establish and enable the partnership of contractors, subcontractors and suppliers, et al. and apply regulatory forces
accurately.

Design, constructing the business domain
Practice, challenging routine
Coherence, foiling complexity
Partnership, combating disparity
These fundamental themes impress direction and promote advance in the
engineering programmes we engage. The evidence of this practise validates our
opinion that Solyphony will support enterprise, programme direction and project
management activities in diverse business domains.
We wish to deploy Solyphony’s discipline and resources on multiple commercial
fronts: SME groups, acting in concert, value the partnership that secures their
unity; public services seek coherence in the data streams they generate and of
their exercise of regulatory forces; . . .

Solyphony’s Proposition
Our conformation of an emergent business domain spans the interval from early
procurement to product and brand delivery. We do not proffer this service gratis.
But Solyphony’s practise reveals processes and procedures that recur, if with
diverse purposes: programme direction harnesses complex processes2 to
constructive activities; linear procedures3 trace project management’s application
of regulatory disciplines; detecting or predicting “issues”, PD and PM find
resolutions in processes and procedures ordered linearly, but permitting
regression. Solyphony accommodates these operational classes.

Express your challenge in the commercial style and language that
personifies practice in your business domain. Estimate the scope
of the task in terms of the number of contributing organisations and
numbers of actors they dispose to this duty. A few lines of script
will suffice, immediately.
Pose questions, as you will.

Post a challenge
Post your challenge4, directly from the inquiring organisation, by email sent to business@solyphony.com .
Identify the initiator:




Title and name
Status and duty in the organisation
The organisation URL

Negotiate the challenge
Solyphony’s response to the intiator at the post e-mail address will
invite an initial telephone discussion of the “post”.

1

Arguments addressed within the “Conduct Business” page of this web site.
Explore Solyphony: Complexity Made Simple.
3
Explore Solyphony: Processes and Procedures Juxtaposed.
2
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Solyphony ensures the confidentiality of this post.
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